
MODULE 4

HOMEPLAY

The Exercises



Exercise:
On your own, in your journal write down your most obvious pattern
story in brief.

 Example: Say you experience “x,” and you notice that you keep 
  going back to that type of situation.

Re-write it from two other different and potential viewpoints.

What if you were a person that had become someone else, healed from
the initial wound? How would you re-tell the story? (Pull a card or two  
to help.)

What if this story involved another person that has fully made amends?
How would you re-tell this story if forgiveness has taken place, either
resisted by you or accepted? (Pull a card or two to help.)

You want to experience looking back and seeing things as different, rather
than the way you are conditioned and unconsciously attached to seeing them
a certain way.

What new possibilities open up with a new story?

Can you see how changing the past, releasing the energy of it opens up
new portals of possibility?

Describe the 3 perspectives as energy, describing it via color, intensity,
shape etc. instead of a story.
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Partner Exercise:
Pull one card only, then a second for more information. Without judging
yourself or wondering if you are right or wrong, allow the cards to tell you
about where the person is now as a result of their past.

Most important — have fun, ask permission, say, “I have NO idea if this is
on or off, BUT here goes.” The other person should give feedback only once
you are finished or feel the moment when you inquire, “Does this make sense
to you?” You may get the theme of the issue (most important), or you may
shock yourself and allow your intuition to add another layer. What is most
essential of this exercise is to try to tune into another’s energy and look at
what has influenced them to bring them into the now — the true source of
the future.

Write down your experience, what you opened up by reading the card, and
how your inner vision determined the information. You might want to write
out the story before talking directly to the person or share the reading in  
live-time.

Remember, no one is judging. (You might though! So get on your bird,
especially when it comes to whether you got it right or not.) Both parties
must always be enthusiastic! Check in as you go with your partner, and be
mindful and use common sense about information that may be delicate.

The purpose of this exercise is to witness someone else’s story through the
cards and exercise your intuition, learn your own inner language of symbols
and metaphors based on your own internal “rolodex” of knowledge. This is
where it all the pieces come together.
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Partner Exercise:
With your Council, choose who (which decks) will help you help your
partner tell a new story. If you are in a group of three, everyone takes turns.
One person shares the story in brief, focusing mostly on the theme rather
than the story details. The other two witness and read from their cards.

Determine a situation in the past that you wanted, an ambition that seemed
to have a linear trajectory that changed with unforeseen consequences.
For example, you were determined to be a successful “x,” but ended up being
called to another profession. (Recall the arrow/wind, or perhaps having a
loving relationship you were sure of with a particular person that ended.)

 At what point could you have surrendered?

 At what point did you notice you were being called elsewhere?
 (noticing the wind moving the arrow)

 What was your attitude to hitting or not hitting the mark?

 How did your past experience impact your choices, how does it still
 influence your present?

 What new story needs to be told to co-create the highest form of 
 your most cherished intention?

Choose one to six cards for each question. The cards describe a snapshot in
time of your dominant energy in the past, or they show where you are now.
The point of the exercise is to show how seeds planted in the past still have
influence on your present and, therefore, your future, even if the story  
is inactive.
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Exercise: (no partner)
In every area of your life, your story is in motion. Choose these subjects to
ask your council for help in showing you what is in motion, paying close
attention to where you are in alignment, and where you still have active
patterning.

Select one to six cards per subject.

Love / Fear / Desire / Attachment / Family / Culture / Social Group / Attention 
/ Communication / Power / Clarity of Intention / Ambition / Money /

Hidden Shadow Agendas / Higher Power.
When you look into your past through the lens of the Observer, what have
you been willing to tolerate and what was the pay off?
In order to choose your Unique, Inspired, Authentic Life and become the
person who lives it, what would you need to set limits on?
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TRACKING FUTURE PROBABILITIES

Partner Exercise:
(THREE TO SIX CARDS, LOOKING AT A 3-DAY SPAN.)

The purpose of this exercise is to get to know how you project your ideas into
the future and to get to know the way you sense events. This is NOT to 
determine if you can predict the future (although you might surprise yourself).

It’s to show you how you tell yourself the story in motion of your becoming so 
you can see your internal bias, etc. Make it fun and fact finding. Get

together once, track your stories, and get together again later in the week to
compare notes.

Focus on how you interpreted your experience based on how the cards reflected 
the possibilities.

What happened vs. what you thought was going to happen.

Bravo You... you made it through the toughest module!
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